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ABSTRACT
Tobin's q is the ratio of market value of equity plus the market value of debt to total assets. This
ratio measures the value provided by financial markets for any management and organization as
a growing company. Tobin's q also shows how far a company is able to create its value relative to
the amount of capital invested. The greater the value of Tobin's q indicates that the company has
good growth prospect. This study aimed at examining the influence of Dividend Payout Ratio
(DER), Independent Commissioner (KI) and Institutional Ownership (INST) on Tobin's q with Size
and Return on Investment (ROI) as control variable and Market to Book Value (MBV) as a
moderating variable. The population in this study is all manufacturing companies listed on
Indonesia Stock Exchange in the period of 2012-2015. The sampling technique used purposive
sampling and obtained 28 companies becoming the research sample. The analysis technique used
in this research was multiple regression analysis using SPSS where the data, previously, had been
tested using classical assumption tests like normality, multicollinearity, and autocorrelation tests.
The results of the model-1 research show that DPR, DER, KI, INST, SIZE, and ROI together
influence Tobin's q with adjusted R2 of 94.5%. While individually, DPR and SIZE relate negatively
and insignificantly to Tobin's q. DER, KI, and ROI are related positively and significantly, while
INST has a significant negative influence on Tobin's q. The model-2 research shows that DER,
DPR, KI, INST, SIZE, ROI, MBV, DPR * MBV, DER * MBV, KI * MBV and INST * MBV together effect
on Tobin's q with adjusted R2 of 92%. While individually, DPR and ROI are related positively
insignificant and SIZE is related negatively insignificant to Tobin's q. DER, KI, and MBV are
positively significant, INST is significantly negative to Tobin's q. MBV moderates the influence of
DPR, KI, and INST against Tobin's q. MBV does not moderate the effect of DER on Tobin's q.

Key Words : debt to equity ratio, dividend payout ratio, independent commissioner, institutional
ownership, return on invesment, size, market to book value, Tobin’s q.
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I. INTRODUCTIONThe significant growth of Indonesiancapital market is influenced by theperformance of companies listed on theIndonesia Stock Exchange (IDX). Listedcompanies having stocks traded on the BEIthat show good performance will increase thevalue of their companies in investors’viewpoints. In the world of capital markets,these macroeconomic indicators stronglyaffect the rise or fall of stock prices. The risein inflation and interest rates is some of thefactors causing the stock prices of somecompanies to tend to fall, because theincrease in inflation rate will be a negativesentiment for stock investors.A firm value can be affected by severalfactors such as dividend policy, debt policy,independent commissioner, and institutionalownership. A firm’s dividend policy can beseen from its Dividend Payout Ratio (DPR).DPR shows the dividend ratio that the firmshares to its net income. The study by Myers(1977) viewed the value of a firm as the totalasset value and growth prospects for makingfuture investment decisions. Astudyconducted by Jensen (1986) suggested thatproblems in the growth opportunities ofcompanies may arise due to lack ofinvestment or too much investment in thecompany. The growth is expected to providepositive aspects for the company thusincreasing the opportunity to invest in thecompany. For investors, the growth of thecompany is a profitable prospect, becauseinvestment is expected to provide highreturns in the future. Growth opportunitiesare also referred to as investmentopportunities. Investment opportunities arean option to invest in projects that havepositive net present value.This study aimed at expanding theresearches on the value of companies thathave been previously done by other

researchers. There were only few researchershaving examined the interaction betweeninternal factors and growth opportunitieswith the firm value. Few performed studieshad examined growth opportunities as amoderating effect with firm value. This studyalso included the size of the company andReturn on Investment Ratio (ROI) as controlvariables, which aimed at reducing theinfluence caused by outside factors that arenot careful in this study. The size of analready large company has easy access tocapital markets. Contrarily, new and smallcompanies will find it difficult. The larger thecompany’s size the higher its value. Marketsvalue the market value higher than the bookvalue. Investors view that the larger thecompany, the more prospective itsperformance. Another control variable is ROIwhere an increase in corporate profits canattract investors to buy shares of thecompany so that it can increase its value.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Theory
Firm ValueThe main purpose of company,according to the theory of the firm, is tomaximize the wealth or value of the firm(Salvatore, 2005). Maximizing the firm valueis very important for a company, becausemaximizing the firm value means tomaximize shareholder wealth that is the maingoal of the company (Euis and Taswan,2002). Corporate value is often proxied byusing Tobin's q. Tobin's q is the ratio ortheory which in 1969 was first introduced byJames Tobin. James Tobin in Lindenberg andRoss (1981), stated that Tobin's q is anindicator for measuring companyperformance, especially about the firm valuethat shows a management proforma inmanaging the company's assets. If the valueof Tobin's q> 1, then the stock price is in
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overvalued condition which means thatmanagement has been successful inmanaging the company's assets. Conversely,if the price of shares in undervaluedcondition, it means that management hasfailed in managing the company's assets.
Dividend PolicyBrigham and Houston (2006) argue thatthe optimum dividend policy of a companymust achieve a balance between currentdividends and future growth so as tomaximize stock prices. Three theories aboutinvestor preferences regarding dividendpolicy are:
1) Dividend Irrelevance TheorySome argue that the dividend policy haseffect neither on the stock price of thecompany nor on its cost of capital. If thedividend policy has no significant effect, thenit is irrelevant. The supporters of theirrelevance of the dividend policy areModigliani-Miller (MM).
2) Thory of Bird in the HandThis theory was proposed by MyronGordon (1959) and John Lintner (1956) whoargued that equity will decrease if thedividend payout ratio is raised, as investorsare less confident of capital gains generatedfrom retained earnings than if investorsreceive dividends. Gordon and Lintnerargued that investors are much moreappreciative of the expected earnings fromdividends than those from capital gains. Birdin the hand theory states that the firm valuewill be maximized by setting a high dividendpayout ratio.
3) Tax Preference TheoryTax Preference or Tax Differentialtheory was proposed by Litzenberger andRamaswamy, stating that due to taxes ondividends and capital gains, investors prefercapital gains because they can delay taxpayments (Atmaja, 2008). The theory of tax

preference stipulates three tax-relatedreasons for assuming that investors wouldprefer lower dividend payments to highdividend payouts, namely: (1) long-termcapital gains will be taxed less than dividendincome, (2) taxes of the profits will not bepaid until the shares are sold, because of theeffect of time value, and (3) when a piece ofstock owned by someone until he dies, thereis absolutely no profit tax payable (Brighamand Houston, 2006).
Debt PolicyDebt policies include corporatefinancing policies that are sourced fromexternal parties. Determination of debt policyis related to capital structure since debt isone of composition in capital structure.
1) Trade  Off TheoryIn 1958 Modigliani and Miller (MM)showed an evidence that the firm value wasnot affected by the capital structure, theevidence was based on a set of assumptions,among others, no brokerage fees, no taxes, nobankruptcy fees, investors can borrow at thesame rate as the company’s rate, all investorshave common information, EBIT is notaffected by the cost of debt.
2) Signaling TheoryBrigham and Houston (2001) arguedthat signaling is an action taken by themanagement of a company that providesguidance for investors about howmanagement views the prospects of thecompany. Companies with lucrativeprospects will try to avoid the sale of sharesand seek new capital in other ways such as byusing debt.
Independent CommisionersThe practice of corporate governancerequires the existence of an independentcommissioners within the company that areexpected to create an independent, objective
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and equitable climate as the main principle inrespecting the interests of minorityshareholders and other stakeholders.
Institutional OwnershipInstitutional Ownership is theproportion of share ownership byinstitutional investors. Institutional Investorsare believed to have a better ability to

monitor management actions than individualinvestors have. Institutions as shareholdersare considered more capable in detectingerrors. While Rubin (2005) argued thatinstitutional shareholders, with largeshareholdings, have an incentive to monitorcorporate decision making.
2. Previous ResearchesA research conducted by Ludwina,Ratna (2012) on Comprehensive Analysis ofthe Influence of Family Ownership, AgencyProblems, Dividend Policy, Debt Policy,Corporate Governance and OpportunityGrowth on Firm Value using multiple linierregression analytical method showed thatDebt Policy has no effect on firm value,Dividend policy has an effect on firm value,opportunity growth is not proven tosignificantly influence negatively therelationship between dividend policy andfirm value.Kamal Ghalandari (2013) in TheModerating Effects of Growth Opportunitieson the Relationship between CapitalStructure and Dividend Policy andOwnership Structure with Firm Value inIran: Case Study of Tehran SecuritiesExchange using multiple linier regressionanalytical method showed that CapitalStructure dan Dividend Policy issignificantly influencing the firm value. Themoderating variabel of GrowthOpportunities influences the relationshipbetween the Firm Value and Capital

Structure, Dividend Policy, dan OwnershipStructureMalihe Rostami (2015) addressingThe Effect of Ownership Structure onTobin’s q Ratio using  multiple linierregression analytical method showed thatLegal Shareholders, Individual Shareholder,Largest Shareholders, Large Shareholderare negatively significant on Tobin’s qRatio.Teguh, Prayogo (2015) in TheModerating Effect of Growth Opportunitieson the Relationship Between FinancingDecision, Dividend Policy, Profitability andLiquidity Toward Firm Value using multiplelinier regression analytical method showedthat Financing Decision, Profitability havepositive and significant influence, whileDividend Policy, Liquidity have positive butinsignificant influence. Variable of GrowthOpportunities has significant influence onthe relationship of Firm Value andFinancing Decision, Profitability andLiquidity, and Growth Opportunities haveinsignificant influence on the relationshipof Dividend Policy and Firm Value.
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3. Theoritical Framework

Figure 1
Theoritical Framework

Source: data processed by the authors, 2017

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1. Types and Sources of DataThe type of data used in this study wassecondary data, including the company'sannual financial statements and stock tradingactivities report which includes Debt toEquity Ratio (DER), Dividend Payout Ratio(DPR), Independent Commissioner (KI),Institutional Ownership (INST), Firm Value(Tobin's q), Growth Opportunities (MBV),company size and ROI.
2. Population and SampleThe population of this study is non-financial companies listed on the IndonesiaStock Exchange in 2012 until 2015. Sample

selection was done using purposive samplingmethod. The data of financial statements andannual reports used were from the periondsof 2012 to 2015.
3. Data Collection MethodData collection was done bydocumentation method by collecting samplefinancial reports on the Indonesia StockExchange’s website (www.idx.co.id),Indonesian Capital Market Directory (ICMD)from 2012 to 2015, domestic and overseasjournals, and other supporting references.
4. Operational Definition of Variables

GrowthOpportunities(MBV)
H1 (+)
H3 H7(+)

Dividend PayoutRatio (DPR)Debt to EquityRatio (DER) Firm Value(Tobin’s Q)

Return OnInvesment (ROI)

H2(+) H6(+)
H4(+)

H5 (-)
IndependentCommissioner (KI)
InstitutionalOwnership (INST)

H8(+)

Size (LNSIZE)
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The operational definition of thevariables to be used in this study can bedescribed as follows:
1) Dependent variableDependent variable is an influencedvariable or a variable which becomes theresult of the existence of independentvariable (Sugiyono, 2009: 39). The dependentvariable in this study is firm value measuredusing Tobin's q.
2) Independent variableIndependent variabile is an influencingvariable or variable being the cause of thechange or the incidence of dependentvariable (Sugiyono, 2009: 59). Independentvariables in this research were Debt to EquityRatio (DER), Dividend Payout Ratio (DPR),

Independent Commissioner (KI), andInstitutional Ownership (INST).
3) Moderator variableThe moderator variable is the variablethat affects (strengthens and weakens) therelationship between the dependent variableand the independent one. This study usedindicators for growth opportunity variables(Market Opportunity) in the form of Marketto Book Value (MBV) showing the value of acompany obtained by comparing the marketvalue of the company (market value - MV) toits book value - BV.
4) Control variableIn testing the hypotheses in this study,some research models will be developed byincluding some control variables, namely:firm size and Return on Investment (ROI).

Table 1
Operational Definition of Variables

No Variable Operational
Definition Measurement Scale1 Firm Value(Tobin’s q) The ratio of the stockprice to the bookvalue per share. (Stock Price x Number of Stocks)+ DebtTotal Asset Ratio

2 Debt to Equity
Ratio (DER) Comparison of totaldebt to own capital. Total DebtTotal Equity Ratio

3 Dividend Pay out
Ratio (DPR) Dividend per sharedivided by earningsper share. Dividend per Share SheetEarnings per Share Ratio

4 IndependentCommissioner(KI) Members of the boardof commissioners whoare not affiliated withthe management,other members of theboard ofcommissioners, andcontrollingshareholders, are freefrom businessrelations or other

Number of independent commissionersNumber of boards of commissioners
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No Variable Operational
Definition Measurement Scalerelationships that mayaffect their ability toact independently.5 Institusional

Ownership
(INST)

Ownership of sharesby Institutional partieswithin the company.
Number of shares owned by InstitutionalTotal shares outstanding

6 Growth
Opportunities
(MBV)

The ratio of stockprice to book valueper share per year.
Share Price per SheetBook Value per Share Ratio

7 Return On
Invesment (ROI) Capital capabilityinvested in overallassets to generateprofits. Net Profit After TaxTotal Asset Ratio

8 Company Size(LnSize) The amount of assetsowned by thecompany. The value of the logarithm of total assets
5. Classical Assumption TestingThe occurrence of deviations of classicalassumption in research in the use of multipleregression models in testing the hypothesis isvery likely to occur thus should be avoided.In this study the classical assumption that isconsidered important is that there is nomulticollinearity between independentvariables, no heteroscedasticity or variant ofconstant confounding variables(homoscedasticity) and no autocorrelationbetween residuals of each independentvariable (Ghozali, 2001).

6. Data Analytical TechniquesThe main relationships to be tested inthis study are the influences of dividendpolicy, debt policy, managerial ownership,and institutional ownership on the firmvalue. The authors added growthopportunities as moderator variables to seethe effect of these variables on therelationship between dividend policy, debtpolicy, managerial ownership, andinstitutional ownership on firm value. Thisresearch models are:
Model 1:Tobin’s q = α + β1DPR + β2DER + β3KI + β4INTS + β5ROI + β6LNSIZE  + ε
Model 2:Tobin’s q = α + β1DPR + β2DER + β3KI + β4INTS + β5MBV + β6(DPR*MBV) +β7(DER*MBV) + β8(KI*MBV) + β9(INTS*MBV) + β10ROI + β11LNSIZE + ε
Where:Tobin’s q : value of firm i in year tDPR : Dividend Policy of firm i in year t
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DER : Debt Policy of firm i in year tKI : Independent Commissioner of firm i in year tINST : Istitutional Ownership of firm i in year tMBV : Growth Opportunities of firm i in year tDPR*MBV : Variable of interaction of DPR and MBVDER*MBV : Variable of interaction of DER and MBVKI*MBV : Variable of interaction of KI and MBVINST*MBV : Variable of interaction of INST and MBVLNSIZE : Size of firm i in year tROI : Return On Investment of firm i in year t
Regression Analysis with Moderator
VariablesThe moderator variable is anindependent variable that strengthens orweakens the relationship betweenindependent variables and the dependentones. Moderated Regression Analysis (MRA)or interaction test is a special application oflinear multiple regression where theregression equation contains an interactionelement (multiplication of two or moreindependent variables). In this interactiontest, multicolinearity problems are verysusceptible to occure because they arecaused by the interaction itself thatmultiplies the independent variables to themoderator variables. There is an alternativeto avoid a close relationship due to theinteraction that occurs in the model bytesting the value of the absolute difference.Frocut and Shearon (1991) in Ghozali (2011)proposed a somewhat different regressionmodel to examine the effect of themoderation using the model of absolutedifference values.
F-test (Goodness of Fit)This test is used to find out whether themodeling built meets the fit criteria or not.The F-count value can be found by theformula of (1-R) / (N- k) R / (k -1) F-: 2 2count. If F-count> F-table (a, k-1, n-l), then H0is rejected; and If F-count <F-table (a, k-l, n-

k), then H0 is accepted. At the regressionoutput, the F-test can also be seen bycomparing probability values to thepredetermined α, thus if the comparisonresults show that the probability value(0.000) <α (0.05) it can be argued that thebuilt model meets the fit criteria.
T-statistical test (Partial)The significance test of coefficient (bi) isdone by t-statistic. The t-count value can besearched by the formula of i i Standard Errorb Regression coefficient (b): calculate t If t-count> t-table (α, n-k-l), then H0 is rejected;and If t-count <t-table (α, n-k-l), then H0 isaccepted. At regression output, partial testcan also be done by looking at probabilityvalue, if probability value (0.000) <α (0.05)hence hypothesis is accepted.
Coefficient of Determination (R2)Coefficient of determination (R2) isintended to know how far the ability of themodel in explaining the variation ofdependent variables (Ghozali, 2011). Thevalue of coefficient of determination (R2) isbetween 0 (zero) and 1 (one). The value of R2approaching one means that the independentvariables provide almost all the informationneeded to predict the variation of thedependent variables.
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IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
1. Descriptive StatisticsBased on the financial ratio inputtedfrom the financial statements of bankingcompanies published by each company in the

periods of 2011-2015, it can be known theminimum, maximum, mean (average) andstandard deviation of each research variablethat can be seen in table 2 as follows.
Table 2

Calculation of Minimum, Maximum, Mean, and Standard Deviation Values

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

TOBIN’S Q 112 18.54 92.,35 49.7587 16.57323

DPR 112 -60.47 1350.54 59.8898 150.92612

DER 112 .18 3.40 1.0519 .75505

KI 112 20.00 100.00 39.4938 13.06975

INST 112 19.96 98.18 66.5838 16.77784

ROI 112 -.29 91.17 13.6804 12.07853

LNSIZE 112 12.52 19.32 16.1632 1.60086

MBV 112 .14 756.27 83.8726 115.20601

Valid N (listwise) 112

2. First Equation
The First Model of Determinant
Coefficient Test (R2)The value of determination coefficientshows the percentage of dependent variableswhich can be explained by independentvariables. The coefficient of determinationcan be known from the adjusted value of R2.The value of coefficient of determination(adjusted R2) of 0.945 means that 94.50% ofTobin's q variation can be explained byvariables of DPR, DER, KI, INST, ROI, and SIZEwhile the remaining 5.50% are explained byother causes outside the model regression.
The First Model of F-test (Influence Test
Simultaneously)The calculation results can be seen thatthe F value is 316,273 and the significancevalue is 0,000 so that the F-count (316,273)>

F table (1.96) and the value of significance issmaller than 5% or 0.05 is 0.000, then it canbe concluded that the proposed model hasbeen decent (goodness of fit).
The First Model of Test-t (Partial effect
test) The influence of independent variableson dependent variables can be seen frombeta value of unstandardized coefficient,whereas to know which independent variablethat most influences Tobin's q ratio, betavalue of standardized coefficient is used.Standard error indicates a data error that cancause the result to be biased due to the largeoutliers. Standard error is also used as thedenominator variable in t-count. Thestandard error value below 1 means that theoutliers are relatively low, while if thestandard error value above 1, it means that
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the outliers is relatively high. The linearregression equation that can be compiled onthe test results is as follows:Tobin’s q = 10,324 - 0,001 DPR + 46,440DER + 0,66 KI – 0,107 INST +0,122 ROI – 0,154 LNSIZE
3. Second Equation
Second Model of Determinant Coefficient
Test (R2)The value of determination coefficientshows the percentage of dependent variableswhich can be explained by independentvariables. The coefficient of determinationcan be known from the adjusted value of R2.The value of coefficient of determination(adjusted R2) of 0.920 means that 92.0% ofTobin's q variation can be explained byvariables of DPR, DER, KI, INST, ROI, and SIZEwith MBV as moderator variables, while theremaining 8% are explained by other causesbeyond the regression model.
The Second Model of F-test (Influence Test
simultaneously)The results of SPSS calculation can beseen that the value of F is 115.304 and thesignificance value is 0.000 so that F-count(115.304)> F-table (1.96) and thesignificance value is less than 5% or 0.05 thatis 0.000 hence it can be concluded that theproposed model is worthy (goodness of fit).
The Second Model of t-test (Partial
influence test)The influence of independent variableson the dependent variables can be seen from

the beta value of unstandardized coefficient,while to know which independent variablethat most affect the profitability, the betavalue of standardized coefficient is used.Standard error indicates a data error that cancause the result to be biased due to the largeoutliers. Standard error is also used as thedenominator variable in t-count. Thestandard error value, if it is below 1, meansthat the outliers are relatively low. Contrarily,if the standard error value is above 1, itmeans that the outliers are relatively high.The linear regression equation that can becompiled on the test results is as follows:Tobin’s q = 51,593 + 1,518 DPR + 15,841DER + 1,465 KI – 1,910 INTS +3,236 MBV – 2,174 |DPR-MBV|- 0,404 |DER-MBV| - 1,801 |KI-MBV| +  1,573 |INTS-MBV| +0,584 ROI – 0,270 LNSIZE  + εThe result of t-test regression for model1 and model 2 of DPR variable on model 1and model 2 shows the insignificant influenceon firm value on the level of 5%. DER, KI,INST variables in models 1 and 2 have asignificant effect on firm value. While controlvariable of ROI in model 1 has significanteffect and it in model 2 has not significanteffect, while the control variable of LNSIZE inmodels 1 and 2 has no significant effect onthe level of 5% level. Moderator variables ofMBV, DPR * MBV, KI * MBV and INST * MBVin model 2 show significant influences,whereas DER * MBV in model 2 have nosignificant effect on the level of 5% on thefirm value
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Table 3
Summary of t-Test Regression Results of Model 1 and Model 2

Variables

Model 1 Model 2

t-statistics Sig. Significant /
Not Significant t-statistics Sig. Significant /

Not SignificantDPR -.531 .597 Not Significant* 1.811 .073 Not Significant*DER 42.785 .000 Significant* 28.184 .000 Significant*KI 2.272 .025 Significant* 2.637 .010 Significant*INST -4.166 .000 Significant* -3.550 .001 Significant*ROI 3.673 .000 Significant* 1.083 .282 Not Significant*LNSIZE -.610 .543 Not Significant* -.507 .613 Not Significant*MBV 3.539 .001 Significant*DPR*MBV -2.353 .021 Significant*DER*MBV -.499 .619 Not Significant*KI*MBV -2.278 .025 Significant*INST*MBV 2.139 .035 Significant*
*At Significant Level of 5%

4. Discussion
The Influence of Dividend Policy on Firm
ValueIn the first equation model, theregression coefficient of dividend payoutratio (DPR) is equal to -.531 with asignificance value of 0.597 greater than 0.05indicates that DPR has no effect on the firmvalue (Tobin's q) of non-financial companiesin the IDX in the periods of 2012-2015, so thefirst hypothesis is rejected. While the secondequation model which inserts MBV asmoderator variable shows a regressioncoefficient equal to 1.811 with a significancevalue of 0.073 greater than 0,05 indicatesthat DPR does not influence on the firm value(Tobin's q).From the analysis results, it isconcluded that dividend policy has no effecton firm value. These results can be seen from28 samples observed over four years. Theresults show that the dividends distributedby the sample companies for four years ofresearch are relatively similar, such as the

dividends distributed by PT AstraInternational Tbk which distributes 45%dividends for 2012, 2013 and 2014. Thisindicates that the amount of dividends thatthe company distributes to shareholders isnot related to the firm value. These resultsare in line with the Dividend IrrelevanceTheory (Irrelevant Dividend) presented byModigliani-Miller (MM) arguing that thedividend policy has no effect on the stockprice of the company nor on the cost of itscapital. If the dividend policy has nosignificant effect, then it is irrelevant. Basedon the company's investment decision,dividend payout does not affect theshareholder's welfare. Company value isdetermined by the ability of the company togenerate profits and enlarge the company'sassets with investment decisions or policies itarranges.
The Influence of Debt Policy on Firm ValueIn the first equation model, theregression coefficient of debt policy variable
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proxied with debt to equity ratio (DER) of42.785 with a significance value of 0.000 lessthan 0.05 indicates that DER is positivelyaffecting the firm value (Tobin's q) of non-financial firms listed in IDX in the periods of2012-2015, so that the second hypothesis isaccepted. Whereas the second equationmodel that incorporates MBV as a moderatorvariable shows a regression coefficient of28.184 with a significance value of 0.000greater than 0.05 indicates that DPRinfluences the firm value (Tobin's q).Test conducted on the variable of debtpolicy proxied by DER shows that debt policyhas a positive and significant impact on firmvalue. The results of this study are inaccordance with Trade-off theory explainingthat if the position of capital structure isbelow the optimal point then any additionaldebt will increase the value of the company.And vice versa, if the position of capitalstructure is above the optimal point then anyadditional debt will lower the value of thecompany. Therefore, assuming that optimaltarget of capital structure has not beenreached, hence, based on trade-off theory, itcan be predicted that there is a positiverelation to the firm value. Solihah andTaswan (2002) in their research indicatedthat debt policy has a positive butinsignificant effect on firm value. The resultsof this study are consistent with Modiglianiand Miller's findings in 1963 that byincorporating corporate income taxes, theuse of debt will increase the value of the firm.Hasnawati (2005) and Teguh, Prayogo(2015) in their research indicated thatfunding decisions have a positive effect onfirm value.
The Influence of Independent
Commissioner on Firm ValueThe research results about the influenceof independent commissioner on firm value

show that the significance value is 0.025where the significance is smaller than 0.05 sothat the third hypothesis is accepted. So it canbe concluded that the independentcommissioner has a significant effect on thefirm value. The results of research show thatt value equal to 2.272 and it can be seen thatthe research coefficient has positive valuewhich means that by more independentcommissioners the company value willincrease. Hary Wisnu (2014) stated that theindependent commissioner has a positiveinfluence on the firm value. He said that themore the independent commissioners, themore the firm value. The independent statusfocuses on the responsibility of protectingshareholders, especially independentshareholders from fraudulent practices orcommitting capital market crimes. Theinterest of shareholders protected byindependent commissioners will reduce theoccurrence of frequent fraud committed bythe management of the company so thatshareholders feel secure and will increase thefirm value.
The Influence of Institutional Ownership
on Firm ValueThe results of this research about theinfluence of independent commissioner tofirm value shows a significance value of 0,000where the significance is smaller than 0.05 sothat the third hypothesis is accepted. So it canbe concluded that the independentcommissioner has a significant effect on thevalue of the company. The result of researchshows that t value is equal to -4,166 and itcan be seen that the research coefficient isnegative which means that more institutionalownership will decrease the firm value.Institutional ownership is theproportion of share ownership byinstitutional investors. Institutional investorsin their supervision are relatively weak, so
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they are not able to make the company toincrease its value. Institutions asshareholders are considered more capable indetecting errors that occur. However,Institutional investors are temporary owners,so they are only focusing on current earnings.If changes in current earnings are not feltfavorable by investors, investors canliquidate their shares. Institutional investorsusually have large shares, so if they liquidatetheir shares it will affect the value of thestock as a whole. To avoid liquidation actionsfrom investors, managers will take earningsmanagement actions that can reduce the firmvalue.
The Influence of Dividend Policy on Firm
Value with Growth Opportunities as
Moderator VariablesThe results of this research about theinfluence of dividend policy on the firm valuewith growth opportunities as moderatorvariable show the significance value of 0.021which is smaller than 0.05, so that the fifthhypothesis is accepted. The results of theresearch show that t value is equal to -2.353and it can be seen that the researchcoefficiency is negative. So it can beconcluded that growth opportunities asmoderator variable weaken the relationshipbetween dividend policy and firm value.Companies that grow doing investment inassets more than firms that those do notgrow. The growth of the company requireshigh capital, so the profit generated by thecompany is more used to make investmentsrather than distributed to shareholdersthrough dividends. These results supportKusuma's (2006) study to prove that growingcompanies provide smaller dividends fromnon-growing companies do. Because, theretained earnings generated by somecompanies are allocated for their businessexpansion.

The Influence of Debt Policy on Firm Value
with Growth Opportunities as Moderator
VariablesThe results of this research about theeffect of debt policy on firm value withgrowth opportunities as moderating variableshow a significance value of 0.573 which isgreater than 0.05 so that the third hypothesisis rejected. The results show that t value is -0.404 and it can be seen the researchcoefficiency is negative. So it can beconcluded that growth opportunities asmoderating variables do not affect therelationship between debt policy and firmvalue. Growth opportunities can weaken therelationship between debt policy and firmvalue but insignificant, so that the sixthhypothesis is rejected.Growing opportunities play a role ininfluencing company policy, such as debtpolicy, dividend policy, and others.Companies that experience growth rates willneed additional capital to finance theirgrowth. Company management will takedecisions that can support the creation of agood growth rate for itself. However, debtpolicy can increase the risk of the company,especially for investors, so that it can lowerthe stock price and lower the firm value.
The Influence of Independent
Commissioner on Firm Value with Growth
Opportunities as Moderator VariablesThe results of research about theinfluence of Independent Commissioner onthe firm value with growth opportunities asmoderating variables show a significancevalue of 0.025 which is smaller than 0.05 sothat the seventh hypothesis is accepted. Theresults of research show that t value is equalto -2.278 and it can be seen that the researchcoefficiency is negative. So it can beconcluded that growth opportunities as
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moderating variables weaken therelationship between independentcommissioners and firm value, so thehypothesis of eight is rejected.Growth Opportunities weaken therelationship of independent commissionerswith firm value, meaning that the greater thechance of growth the more the independentcommissioners that impact on the decliningvalue of the company. The existence of theindependent commissioner within thecompany observed in this study is only aformality to comply with the provisions orregulations stipulated by the Indonesia StockExchange so the independent commissionercan not perform its function as supervisorwho monitors the policies of directors andmanagement of the company. The function ofindependent commissioners is to take controlin directing the company to run it operationsin accordance with predetermined standardsso that the company will have better growthopportunities and achieve its goals. However,if an independent commissioner owned bythe company does not perform its function assupervisor and monitoring division then itcan not reduce the value of the company. Themore chances of firm growth the more theindependent commissioners leading to thedecline of the firm value.
The Influence of Institutional Ownership
on Firm Value with Growth Opportunities
as Moderator VariablesThe results of research on the effect ofInstitutional Ownership on firm value withgrowth opportunities as moderatingvariables show a significance value of 0.035which is smaller than 0.05, so that the eighthhypothesis is accepted. The results show thatt value of 2.139 and it can be seen that thecoefficiency of the research is positive. So itcan be concluded that growth opportunitiesas moderating variables strengthen the

relationship between dividend policy andfirm value.High supervision within the companycan prevent the occurrence of irregularitiesor limit the policies taken by managementthat can reduce the value of the company. Ahigh degree of institutional ownership willresult in greater oversight efforts byInstitutional investors so as to impedeopportunistic manager behavior. Barnae andRubin (2005) argued that institutionalshareholders, with large shareholdings, haveINSTentive to monitor corporate decisionmaking. Chung and Charoenwong (1991)stated that the essence of corporate growth isthe existence of profitable investmentopportunities. If there is a lucrativeinvestment opportunity, the manager tries totake advantage of opportunities to maximizeshareholder wealth.
V. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS OF

THE POLICY
1. ConclusionBased on the results of data analysis anddiscussion that have been put forward, someconclusions can be drawn as follows: the dataused in this study have normal distribution;there is no multicollinearity, noautocorrelation and no heteroscedasticity. Ofthe 8 proposed hypotheses, there are fouraccepted hypotheses and four rejected ones.1) Hypothesis 1 in equation model 1 showspartially that variable of Deviden PayoutRatio (DPR) has negative relation andnot significant to variable of CompanyValue (Tobin's q) so that hypothesis 1 isrejected. While the second equationmodel shows that variable of DevidenPayout Ratio (DPR) partially has apositive and insignificant relationship tothe variable of Tobin's q2) Hypothesis 2 on both the equation 1 and2 shows partially that Debt to Equity
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Ratio (DER) variable has positive andsignificant effect on Tobin's q variable.Hence the second hypothesis isreceived.3) Hypothesis 3 shows partially that theIndependent Commissioner's (KI)variable has a positive and a significantinfluence on the Firm Value (Tobin's q)so that the third hypothesis is accepted.4) Hypothesis 4 shows partiallyInstitutional Ownership (INST) variablehas negative and significant influence onthe Firm Value (Tobin's q) then thefourth hypothesis is rejected.5) Hypothesis 5 shows partially thatvariable of Deviden Payout Ratio (DPR)has negative and significant influence onthe Firm Value (Tobin's q) withmoderating variables of GrowthOpportunities (MBV) then the fifthhypothesis is accepted.6) Hypothesis 6 shows that partially Debtto Equity Ratio (DER) variable hasnegative and insignificant effect onTobin's Value (q) with moderatingGrowth Opportunities (MBV), so thatthe sixth hypothesis is rejected.7) Hypothesis 7 shows partiallyIndependent Commissioner (KI)variable has a negative and a significanteffect on the variable on the firm value(Tobin's q) with Growth Opportunities(MBV) as moderating variable then theseventh hypothesis is rejected.8) Hypothesis 8 shows partially thatvariable of Institutional Ownership(INST) has a positive and significant

effect on Tobin's Value (q) withmoderating Growth Opportunities(MBV), so that the eighth hypothesis isaccepted.
2. Implications of The PolicyThe policy implications suggested inthis study to increase the Firm Value are asfollows:1) Managerial implications for investorsare that variables of debt policy anddividend policy can be used as oneindicator in investment decisionmaking. Dividend policy is a signal thatthe company is able to generate profits.The company's debt policy affects thevalue of the firm, where the size of thefirm's debt affects the company's abilityto generate profits. High debt levels canlower the firm value, but to increase theasset, the company must makeinvestments that require large funds sothat companies need to make debtpolicy.2) Managerial implementations for thecompany are that the company needs toestablish the policy of the compositionof independent commissioners within it.This is in accordance with the practiceof corporate governance requiring theexistence of independent commissionerwithin the company which is expectedto create an independent, objective andequitable climate as the main principlein observing the interests of minorityshareholders and other stakeholders.
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